1/30/14

Call the Meeting to order 5:05 p.m.

Reading of last meeting's minutes by Gorkem

Move to approve the meeting meeting minutes, minutes approved

Workshops sponsored and run by UPE members

- An hour for 2 to 3 weeks, targeting freshmen and second year CS students
- Teach more advanced linux terminal topics, navigate on a linux system
- MakeFiles, ANT build files, java and c compiling, build tools
- Some talk about Minimal GNU Windows / Windows MakeFiles and such
- Joe Risen, Rory Burn will take this project. Plan for week after Spring Break.

Set up Google Drive for UPE mailing list – Gorkem

Open Help Sessions

- Ssh’ing, remote desktop, focus towards First and Second years. Networking
- Week before Spring Break tentatively.
- Gorkem, Gage will take this project.

Faculty Seminars

- Faculty candidates come in to meet with faculty, students, etc...
- Usually give public seminars, posters will be up

Resume Clinics

- Schedule a resume clinic the week before career fair on Wednesday/Thursday/Friday
- Put different times, early afternoon, later evening or same time everyday
- Gorkem, Mordat, Brandon. Mordat will organize.

Monthly Programming Challenge

- Incentives – Keeping in mind we don't really have money
- Film board. Talk with Jason Heibel.

ACM Event

- Hacknights – Go to ACM meeting Rekhi 214 Monday nights at 6 p.m.
- Project – Touchscreen interactive map of Rekhi
- In need of projects, shoot them an idea. Lots of gadgets. Work together with ACM.
Discuss helping WICS

Panel for Graduate School

Waino Wahtera Success Workshops

Doing similar workshops, promoting success with a CS focus

Procrastinators Anonymous. Encourage showing up to meetings

Somewhat of a class set up by fellow students

Turning a project in super early and being able to see your grade

How to optimize slip day usage

Surveys

Meeting next month sometime, roughly in a month.

Move to adjourn, seconded. Meeting adjourned at 5:55